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Introduction

 Many different approaches to writing
 ‘Snack writing’
 Writing goals: setting and monitoring
 Writing to prompts, freewriting, generative writing
 Social writing
 Combining text generation and structure
 Explicit links to university/journal criteria



Evidence base

Articles in journals:

• Studies in Higher 
Education

• British Educational 
Research Journal

• Higher Education 
Research and 
Development



Two approaches to academic writing

1. Targeting journals, analysing journals, 
dialogue with editors and published 
writers, ‘callibrating’ your writing, dealing 
with reviewers’ feedback

2. Writing to prompts, freewriting, 
generative writing



Developing academic writing: principles

 Using tried and tested strategies
 Discussion: rehearsing arguments
 ‘Pre-peer review’ on writing-in-progress
 Making time to write
 Analysing published writing
 Using ‘writing meetings’
 ‘Binge’ and ‘snack’ writing



Workshop format

 Presentations: principles and rationales
 Writing activities
 Pair, peer and group discussions
 Peer review/feedback
 Analysing published writing
 Making writing time: reviewing options
 Goal-setting for writing



Writing prompts

 What writing for your thesis/writing for 
publication have you done, and what would you 
like to do [in the long, medium and short term]?

 5 minutes’ writing
 In sentences
 Private writing – no one will read it
 To be discussed in pairs/groups



Prompts to make the ‘contribution’ explicit

 ‘This research shows/reveals/confirms …’

 ‘This is a contribution in the sense that …’

 ‘This is a contribution to the extent that …’



Prompts to match research aim(s) and claim(s)

The aims of this study were …

The research questions were …

The research objectives are were …

This study showed …



Prompts to internalise the debate

 ‘Some will argue that …’
 ‘One interpretation could be …’
 ‘However, this could be taken as …’
 ‘This is not to say that …’
 ‘Possible interpretations include …’



Use a journal’s aims
to develop prompts for writing 

 This paper integrates …
 This paper synthesizes …
 This paper interprets anthropological 

knowledge …

American Anthropologist journal



Writing prompts from journals: 1

‘Using earlier research into models of place 
branding-management processes, this paper 
develops a multi-level conceptual model of … The 
model identifies the following components for … 
The model identifies the influences and action 
processes … This paper proposes an integrative 
model that builds on and subsumes …’ (Hanna & 
Rowley, 2011: 458, Journal of Marketing 
Management).



Prompts from journals: 2

‘I explore the role of trust in acquisitions of 
entrepreneurial firms … I outline how … I 
also find that buyers’ and sellers’ beliefs … 
I explore the implications of these findings 
for developing a theory of trust asymmetries 
and argue that …’ (Graebner, 2009: 435, 
Academy of Management Journal).



Prompts from journals: 3

‘This paper investigates the extent to which 
the outcomes of the 2008 Research 
Assessment Exercise … can be explained 
by … The main finding is that … A further 
finding is that …There is also evidence of 
bias … The results support the use of …’ 
(Taylor, 2011: 202, British Journal of 
Management).



Prompts from journals: 4

‘Physical activity in childhood and 
adolescence has shown significant declines 
in recent decades…. By understanding … 
child and youth care workers may be better 
able to diagnose individual needs … A 
theoretical model is offered in support of 
these objectives’ (Gavin & Lister, 2001: 
325).



Prompts from journals: 5

‘This is both a review of the professional 
literature in the area of professional holding 
as well as an attempt to place the issue in a 
practical and reasonable context’ (Ziegler, 
2001: 33).



Prompts from journals: 6

‘The author draws upon 30 years of 
experience in the child and youth care field 
… A definition of child and youth care is 
offered, and differences in focus and 
emphasis within the two disciplines are 
explored…’ (Anglin, 1999: 143).



Prompts from journals: 7

‘This article looks at how residential 
treatment programs should employ youth 
workers to manage and modify disturbed 
and often anti-social behaviours. There is a 
discussion of practical skills and training 
directions …’ (Pazaratz, 2001: 67).



Prompts from journals:
a problematising opening sentence

‘During the last two decades the higher 
education system in the UK has moved 
from an élite to a mass orientation, while 
academic careers have become less secure 
and more demanding, and a greater 
accountability has been imposed upon the 
system’ (Blaxter et al, 1998).



See opening sentences for 
rationales for research

 Existing ‘challenges’
 Recent ‘change’
 Need to know about effect/impact
 ‘Burden’ for patients
 Problem for some people
 Theory-practice gap
 Or straight to the study



Match research gap and your 
article’s contribution

‘Recent research has been concerned with 
whether speech accommodation is an 
automatic process or determined by social 
factors … This paper investigates … These 
biases are, crucially, simultaneously 
automatic and social’ (Babel, Language in 
Society, 2010).



What type of contribution?

• ‘The future development of these, and other, areas 
of writing on academic careers, is considered’
(Blaxter et al, 1998).

• ‘… suggests an alternative to traditional … 
programs …’ (Boice, 1987).

• ‘These findings suggest that short writing courses 
can be of benefit … but that such courses should 
focus directly on … (Torrance et al, 1993).



Adapt published prompts?

‘Comparisons of … have become popular over the last 
three decades as they permit a systematic investigation of 
the impact of … A common result of these studies is that 
… Additional results indicate … Finally, we also list some 
issues for the future. We demand more efforts on theory of  
… We also demand more replications based on updated 
data and methods that seek to unify the many differing 
results of previous studies’.

Journal of International Health



Active verbs for discussing ideas

Informs, reviews, argues, states, claims, 
synthesises, answers, explains, reconsiders, 
provides, maintains, outlines, supports, compares, 
lists, acknowledges, confirms, analyses, disputes, 
concludes, reveals, implies, reminds, suggests, 
considers, highlights, refutes, assembles, shows, 
adds, clarifies, identifies (Ballenger, 2014)

See also Murray (2014b) article in JADE.



Prompts for a Thesis Summary

 750 words, 3 pages, double-spaced.
 Use verbs to define purposes of chapters: 

Chapter 1 [verb] … Chapter 2 [verb] ….
 Show coherence of thesis argument.
 Show links between chapters.
 Show links between aim(s) and claim(s).
 Insert at end of thesis Introduction.



Key point: prompts generate text

 Warm up prompts, e.g. 5 minutes taking stock and 
goal-setting.

 Generic prompts, e.g. ‘The purpose of this paper is 
to … This suggests that …’

 Journal prompts, e.g. …? [in your target journal]
 Questions, e.g. ‘What do I want to write?’
 In outlines, i.e. as well as headings.
 Revision prompts, e.g. ‘Define other approaches’.



Summary

 Use both formal and informal prompts.
 Try question and fragment forms.
 Use 1st person (i.e. ‘I’ and ‘we’).
 Use verbs in prompts to make purposes explicit.
 Use prompts for taking stock and setting goals.
 Use the warm up prompt to start writing.
 Use prompts to address writing problems.



Preparing to write

 Decide on specific writing project.
 Choose a target journal.
 Email the journal editor about your 

topic, contribution and appropriateness 
of your paper for that journal.

 Collect information about the journal.
 Study sample papers from that journal.



Prompts for this email
Subject field: BJM pre-submission inquiry

 I am writing a paper about … [insert subject 
of your paper].

 This paper [insert verb – what your paper 
says about this subject] ….

 [I think] this paper will/could/might be of 
interest to readers of the journal because … 
[insert specific link to journal].

 Last sentence …?



Freewriting

 Write for 5 minutes
 In sentences
 Without stopping
 Private writing – no one will read it
 What to write about? The subject of your paper, your 

target journal or its requirements
 Brainstorm in sentences
 Structure and coherence not required
 Explore many angles, do ‘open’ writing



Generative writing

 Same routine as freewriting
 But more focused, more ‘closed’
 Write about the verbs for your paper and/or 

for sections of your paper
 Or use your freewriting as your focus
 To be read by one person in the group



Freewriting & generative for 
thesis writing and publications
 To get started
 To explore possibilities
 To silence the ‘internal editor’ temporarily
 To develop confidence
 To develop fluency
 To work out a complex argument
 To do rough drafting
 Freewriting to work out what you want to say; generative 

writing to work out how to say it.



Pros & cons

 ‘Freewheelers’ like it; ‘structurers’ don’t.
 It’s useful to use both types of strategy.
 Try it for a period of time to see whether 

there is benefit for your writing process.
 It may be important to ‘write about your 

writing’ for some of the time.



References

Freewriting
Elbow, P. (1998) Writing without teachers, 2nd

edition. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Generative writing
Boice, R. (1990) Professors as writers: A self-help 

guide to productive writing. Stillwater, OK: New 
Forums Press.



Writing a ‘page-98 paper’

 My research question is … (50 words)
 Researchers who have looked at this subject are

… (50 words)
 They argue that … (25 words)
 Debate centres on the issue of … (25 words)
 There is work to be done on … (25 words)
 My research is closest to that of X in that … (50 

words)
 My contribution will be … (50 words)



Why write a ‘page 98 paper’? And when?

 Early: to establish direction/focus
 Associate & dissociate with literature
 Build on research question/hypothesis
 Focus reading/thinking
 Manageable writing task: 275 words
 To develop thinking and/or for thesis?
 Late: to focus thinking/intro conclusions



Brown’s 8 questions

1. Who are intended readers? (3-5 names)
2. What did you do? (50 words)
3. Why did you do it? (50 words)
4. What happened? (50 words)
5. What do results mean in theory? (50 words)
6. What do results mean in practice? (50 words)
7. What is the key benefit for readers (25 words)
8. What remains unresolved? (no word limit)



Purposes of Brown’s 8 questions

 To draft an abstract
 Not just for experimental work
 Set word limits
 Using generic structure
 Generating text you can work on later
 Write abstract first, revise it as you go
 Construct/see the whole argument



Outlining

 3 levels of outlining
 Align your outline with your abstract
 Align your outline with the target journal
 Get peer feedback on your outline
 Writing your outline as prompts
 Make these your writing goals





Level 1 outlining

 Main headings = ‘broad brushstroke’.
 Easy to align with type of heading and sub-

heading used in your target journal.
 Lets you check coherence of your argument.
 Imposes word limit appropriate for your 

work and the target journal.
 Using key words of your topic.



Level 2 outlining

 Insert prompts for each sub-heading.
 Break your main heading into parts.
 This helps you decide on content.
 May help if you write in sentences: e.g. The 

purpose of this section is to ….
 Set word limits for sections and sub-

sections.



Level 3 outlining

 Makes you really decide on content.
 Lets you check if it’s all needed.
 Check that your sub-sub-headings ‘add up 

to’ your headings and draft abstract.
 Set word limits.
 Write about content in sentences.
 Revise as you go along.



Combining different strategies

 Use both structuring and ‘freewheeling’.
 Recognise your preference and use different 

strategies for different purposes.
 Use a detailed outline (with prompts) to 

plan increments for your writing.
 Defining writing sub-goals may make it 

easier to find time for writing.



Common reasons why papers are rejected

1. Study did not examine important issue.
2. Study not original; similar one already done.
3. Study did not test author’s hypothesis.
4. Different type of study should have been done.
5. Practical difficulties led authors to compromise on 

original design.
Greenhalgh (2014)



Common reasons why papers are rejected

6. Sample size too small.
7. Study was uncontrolled or inadequately 

controlled.
8. Statistical analysis incorrect or inappropriate.
9. Unjustified conclusions drawn from data.
10.Conflict of interest, e.g. financial gain from 

publication, lack of safeguard against bias.
11.So badly written it is incomprehensible.

Greenhalgh (2014)



What do reviewers say?

 Comment on your methodology.
 Critique your conceptual framework.
 Challenge link between your research aims and 

methods or data and conclusions.
 Gaps in your lit review/references.
 Disagree with your use of terms.
 Question your assertion of contribution to 

knowledge in the field.



Reviewer 1

My impression of the paper by Dr R Murray 
entitled … is very negative. A short, 2-printed-
page statement would be useful as an invitation for 
discussion. The authors make many superficial 
statements, often clearly not based on any direct 
experience of curricular developments. I am 
convinced that our journal would not benefit from 
such a lengthy manuscript whose content is very 
limited.



Reviewer 2

Cet article aborde la question de l’interactivité 
dans l’enseignement. C’est un problème important 
et l’exposé est très intéressant. Même si on n’y 
trouve pas d’éléments nouveaux ni de recette 
miracle, il me semble que le problème est bien 
posé et les considerations �énumerées me 
semblent constituer un bon point de la situation. 
Ainsi par exemple, je trouve que pour organiser un 
débat sur la question, la lecture préalable de ce 
texte constituerait un excéllent point …



Reviewer 2 continued

… Moyennant ces quelques remarques, je 
crois que, par sa bonne synthèse d’une 
importante problematique, cet article 
mériterait une publication dans l’EJEE.



The Editor’s decision

Two experts of the Editorial Board of the EJEE
examined your paper … One of them is very 
opposed to the publication of your paper in its 
present form. Another one considers your paper 
interesting but claims for a re-writing of the 
document. You will see, attached, their 
comments…. Here are the most important points 
to take into account:



Editor listed the ‘most important points’

• Try to introduce the problem of interactivity 
within the title of the paper;

• Avoid superficial statements not consolidated by 
some results of concrete experiences;

• Try to reduce the length of the paper, limiting your 
text to the main points to be discussed;

• Please avoid, in the form of the text, the use of 
discussions between people.



The authors’ respond

Thank you for your feedback on our paper 
… which we found very useful (as 
suggested, we will change the title). We are 
revising the paper now and will resubmit
the revised version at the end of the month. 
If there is a particular deadline that you 
would like us to meet can you let me know 
now?  Thanks.



Summary: Analyse reviewers’ feedback

 If it’s not rejection, revise and resubmit ASAP.
 If it’s rejected, revise, target another journal and 

submit ASAP.
 Expect both positive and negative reviews.
 Ignore emotive language.
 Analyse their comments: what exactly do they 

want you to do?
 List, in writing, your revision actions: e.g. ‘Cut’, 

‘Add’, ‘Reduce’, ‘Expand’, ‘Make more explicit’.



Strategies for the long term

 Writer’s group: can be inter-disciplinary, twice a 
month for 90 minutes, someone as timekeeper, 
define 90-minute goal, monitor extent to which 
goal achieved, micro-groups of 2 or 3 people.

 Writing retreat: off-campus, residential, all 
working in same room, non-surveillance, without 
email/internet, with peer discussions of work-in-
progress, 2 days, 10½ hours.



Structured writing retreat

 Fixed programme
 Regular discussions
 Talking about writing-

in-progress
 Developing peer 

relations round writing
 Writing experiences



Social writing



See rowenamurray.org

 The retreat programme
 About the retreat venue
 Evaluations and publications
 Short videos of participants talking about retreats
 Dates of retreats and Training for Retreat 

Facilitators
 How to sign up
 What it costs and how to pay



Fixed programme - 10½ hours of writing

 Day 1 (1 hour)
5.30-6.30

 Day 2 (5½ hours)
9.30-11
11.30-12.30
2-3.30
4-5.30

 Day 3 (4 hours)
9.30-11
11.30-12.30
2-3.30



Retreat outputs

1. Revised paper for submission to journal 
+ wrote 5,000 words of book chapter

2. Completed conference paper and journal article + half of second 
chapter of thesis

3. Revised article (following reviewers’ comments) + completed 80% 
of dissertation by pulling documents together

4. Drafted book chapter, received feedback from group and revised + 
wrote 2 conference posters + results section of a journal article

5. Completed journal article + 1st draft of another paper + conference 
poster + 80% of another poster + outline for next journal article + 
750-word assignment

6. Wrote first draft of methodology chapter of thesis (10,000 words)



The demands of writing

‘[Writing] requires me to bring all my attention 
and energy to bear on the tasks that it involves 
(thinking, formulating, experimenting, drafting, 
reflecting, reading, synthesising, generating ideas, 
pulling together a lot of information, drawing out 
key themes, articulating complex ideas, adopting 
positions, generating explanations, reaching 
conclusions etc.)’.



‘And finally …’

‘The advice given by Rowena Murray in her book How to 
Write a Thesis … is not as ridiculous as it first sounds.
There is a misbelief that writing should await inspiration. 
In fact, the most productive and satisfying way to write is 
habitually, regardless of mood or inspiration. Writers who 
overvalue spontaneity tend to postpone writing, and if they 
write at all, they write in binges that can be associated with 
fatigue.
Writers who write regularly in reasonable amounts benefit 
from greater productivity and creativity’ (Griffiths, 2002: 
13).



Your next steps?

 Define a specific writing goal: e.g. target journal.
 Define sub-goals to achieve that: dates and tasks.
 Set date to review these goals.
 Form/join a writer’s group or writing retreat.
 Analyse articles in your target journal.
 Choose peer reviewers: who … when?
 Identify series of writing tasks.
 Set final submission date.
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